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Section 1⎯What is CAAP?
The Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) is a set of standardized tests
developed to measure student's achievement levels in up to six areas: Reading, Writing Skills,
Writing Essay, Critical Thinking, Mathematics, and Science. Your school has chosen to assess
student skills in specific areas using CAAP tests. The CAAP tests help your school evaluate the
effectiveness of the education you and your classmates have received and identify areas that
may need to be strengthened. The CAAP tests also help you and your advisor or guidance
counselor evaluate your individual skill levels and determine how best to help you achieve
academic success.
Your scores will be kept confidential, but CAAP will provide information on your achievement in
selected academic skills. You will be able to compare your ability levels with other students at
your school. Your test results may give you important insights about relative strengths and
weaknesses as these relate to your future education or workplace success. If you score at or
above the national mean on any CAAP module, you will also receive a Certificate of Achievement,
which you can use as part of your portfolio or “academic profile” when pursuing graduate school or
job opportunities.

Description of CAAP Tests
There are six CAAP tests in total. Five CAAP modules are multiple-choice tests and one is an
essay test. The number of tests you take is determined by your college or university. Each test
can be completed in a 50-minute class period. The following is a brief description of each test.
CAAP Reading Test
The CAAP Reading Test is a 36-item, 40-minute test that measures reading comprehension as
a combination of referring and reasoning skills. Referring test questions pose questions about
material explicitly stated in a passage. Reasoning test questions assess your ability at making
appropriate inferences, demonstrating a critical understanding of text, or determining meanings
of difficult, unfamiliar, or ambiguous words used in context.
CAAP Reading passages come from four general areas:
•

Prose Fiction: Excerpts from short stories or novels

•

Humanities: Art, music, philosophy, theater, architecture, dance

•

Social Studies: History, political science, economics, anthropology, psychology,
sociology

•

Natural Sciences: Biology, chemistry, physics, physical sciences

CAAP Reading passages are representative of the kinds of text commonly found in college
courses. Sample CAAP Reading Test questions are provided in Section 2.
CAAP Writing Skills Test
The CAAP Writing Skills Test is a 72-item, 40-minute test that measures your understanding of
the conventions of standard written English (i.e., punctuation, grammar, sentence structure,
strategy, organization, and style). The test consists of six passages, each of which is
accompanied by a set of multiple-choice questions. A range of passages is used to provide a
variety of text that is similar to the writing commonly found in college courses.
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The test questions fall into two major categories: Usage/Mechanics and Rhetorical Skills. These
categories and associated subskills are described below.
Usage/Mechanics: Test questions measure usage and mechanics skills and offer alternative
responses, including “NO CHANGE,” to underlined portions of the passage. You must decide
which answer option best fits the context. The following describe specific skills tested.
•

Punctuation: Use and placement of commas, colons, semicolons, dashes, parentheses,
apostrophes, and quotation, question, and exclamation marks

•

Grammar: Adjectives and adverbs, conjunctions, and agreement between subject and
verb and between pronouns and their antecedents

•

Sentence Structure: Relationships between/among clauses, placement of modifiers, and
shifts in construction

Rhetorical Skills: Test questions measure rhetorical skills and may refer to an underlined portion
of the passage (e.g., sentence), a passage section (e.g., paragraph), or the passage as a
whole. You must decide which answer option is most appropriate for a given situation. The
following describe specific skills tested.
•

Strategy: Appropriateness of expression for audience and purpose, supporting material
to strengthen writing, effective choice of theme or purpose statements

•

Organization: Organization of ideas, relevance of statements (order, coherence, unity)

•

Style: Precision and appropriateness of word choice, effective management of sentence
elements, avoidance of ambiguous pronoun references, economy in writing

Sample CAAP Writing Skills Test questions can be found in Section 2.
CAAP Writing Essay Test
The CAAP Writing Essay Test is a 40-minute test that consists of two writing tasks or prompts.
Each of the two 20-minute writing tasks identifies a specific hypothetical situation or issue and
audience. You must take a position on the issue and explain to the audience why the position
taken is the better (or best) alternative. In order to clearly define the writing task and the
intended audience, each task specifies the basis upon which the audience (e.g., “College
Dean”) will make its decision.
CAAP Writing Essay Tests are evaluated according to how well you:
• Formulate an assertion about a given issue
• Support that assertion with evidence appropriate to the issue, position taken, and
audience
• Organize and connect major ideas
• Express those ideas using clear, effective language
You will obtain a lower score if you do not take a position on the specified issue, support your
position with reasons and evidence, develop your argument, or express ideas using clear,
effective language.
This test has two parts, and you must respond to both parts. Because this is a test of your
writing skills, your response to each writing task should include complete sentences and
paragraphs. Essays should be as well organized and clearly written as you can make them in
the time available. Essays that are illegible cannot be scored.
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Tips for taking the essay test are provided at the end of this section. A sample CAAP Writing
Essay Test writing task is provided in Section 2. The CAAP Writing Essay Test scoring guide
can be found in Section 3.
CAAP Critical Thinking Test
The CAAP Critical Thinking Test is a 32-item, 40-minute test that measures skills at analyzing,
evaluating, and extending arguments. An argument is defined as a sequence of statements that
includes a claim that one of the statements, the conclusion, follows from the other statements.
The CAAP Critical Thinking Test consists of four passages that are representative of the kinds
of passages and issues commonly encountered in college or university courses.
A passage typically presents a series of subarguments in support of a more general conclusion
or set of conclusions. Each passage presents one or more arguments using a variety of formats,
including case studies, debates, dialogues, overlapping positions, statistical arguments,
experimental results, or editorials. Sample CAAP Critical Thinking Test questions are provided
in Section 2.
CAAP Mathematics Test
The CAAP Mathematics Test is a 35-item, 40-minute test that measures your ability to solve the
types of problems typically encountered in college-level mathematics courses and upperdivision courses in mathematics and other disciplines. The CAAP Mathematics Test
emphasizes quantitative reasoning rather than the memorization of formulas. The areas
covered in the test are described below.
•

Prealgebra: Includes operations with whole numbers, decimals, and fractions; order
concepts; percentages; averages; exponents; scientific notation

•

Elementary Algebra: Includes basic operations with polynomials, setting up equations,
and substituting values into algebraic expressions; may also require solution of linear
equations in one variable and related topics

•

Intermediate Algebra: Includes exponents, rational expressions, and systems of linear
equations; quadratic formula and absolute value inequalities may also be tested

•

Coordinate Geometry: Includes graphing in standard coordinate plane or the real
number line, graphing conics, linear equations in two variables, graphing systems of
equations

•

College Algebra: Includes advanced algebra such as rational exponents, exponential
and logarithmic functions, complex numbers, matrices, inverses of functions, domains
and ranges

•

Trigonometry: Includes concepts such as right triangle trigonometry, graphs of
trigonometric functions, basic trigonometric identities, trigonometric equations and
inequalities

Sample CAAP Mathematics Test questions can be found in Section 2.
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CAAP Science Test
The CAAP Science Test is a 45-item, 40-minute test that measures knowledge and skills in the
biological sciences (e.g., biology, botany, and zoology), chemistry, physics, and the physical
sciences (e.g., geology, astronomy, and meteorology). The test emphasizes scientific
knowledge and reasoning skills.
The CAAP Science Test consists of eight passages, each of which contains scientific
information and a set of multiple-choice questions. A passage may focus on data representation
(e.g., graph reading, interpretation of scatterplots, interpretation of information presented in
tables, diagrams, and figures), research summaries (e.g., design of experiments and
interpretation of results), or conflicting viewpoints (e.g., hypotheses or views that are mutually
inconsistent owing to different premises, incomplete data, or differing interpretations). Test
questions fall into three major categories that focus on an important element of scientific inquiry.
•

Understanding: Identify and evaluate scientific concepts, assumptions, and components
of an experimental design or process; identify and evaluate data presented in graphs,
figures, or tables; translate given data into an alternate form

•

Analyzing: Process information needed to draw conclusions or formulate hypotheses;
determine whether information provided supports a given hypothesis or conclusion;
evaluate, compare, and contrast experimental designs or viewpoints; specify alternative
ways of testing hypotheses or viewpoints

•

Generalizing: Extend information given to a broader or different context; generate a
model consistent with given information; develop new procedures to gain new
information; use given information to predict outcomes

Sample CAAP Science Test questions are provided in Section 2.
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Information on Taking CAAP Tests
General CAAP Testing Information
Bring the following to the CAAP test administration:
• At least 3 sharpened soft-lead (No. 2) pencils with erasers and a black-ink pen if you are
taking the CAAP Writing Essay Test.
• A calculator for the CAAP Mathematics Test if you would like to use one; however, all
problems on the test can be solved without using calculators. Most four-function, scientific,
and graphing calculators may be used. Appendix A contains specifics regarding CAAP
calculator use.
• A wristwatch to pace yourself during the test. Do NOT bring a watch that has a calculator or
alarm function.
NOTE: The use of scratch paper, notes, or dictionaries is NOT permitted on CAAP. Scratch
work is to be done in the test booklet.
The following general test-taking strategies are recommended for CAAP:
•

Pace yourself to allow time for each test question or writing essay

•

Read the directions for each test carefully

•

Answer the easier questions first

•

Review your work

•

Answer every question; there is no penalty for guessing

•

Be precise in marking your answer sheet; stay within the circles

•

Erase all unintended marks completely

Tips for Taking CAAP Writing Essay Test
Pace Yourself & Plan Before Writing
The CAAP Writing Essay Test consists of two writing tasks. You are given 20 minutes to read
and think about the issue in each prompt, and to plan and write each essay. You should use this
information to plan your writing time accordingly.
When asked to write an essay, most writers find it useful to do some planning before they start
writing and to do a final check of the essay when it is finished. It is unlikely that you will have
time to draft and fully revise your essay. Therefore, taking a few minutes to plan your essay
before you begin writing is a good strategy.
Some writers like to plunge right in, but this is seldom a good way to do well on an essay writing
task. Planning and prewriting gets you thinking about the issue, suggests patterns for presenting
your thoughts, and allows you to come up with ideas for introducing and concluding your essay.
Before writing, carefully read the prompt and make sure you understand it—reread it if you
aren't sure. Decide how you want to address the issue in the prompt.
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Write & Review Your Essay
Once you're ready to write your essay, proceed with the confidence that you have planned your
writing. At the beginning of your essay, make sure readers see that you understand the issue.
Explain your point of view in a clear and logical way. If possible, discuss the issue in a broader
context. Address what others might say to refute your point of view and present a
counterargument. Use specific examples. Vary the structure of your sentences, and use varied
and precise word choices. Make logical relationships clear by using transitional words and
phrases. Do not wander off the topic. End with a strong conclusion that summarizes or
reinforces your position.
Students often ask whether it is a good idea to organize the essay by using a formula, like "the
five-paragraph essay.” Points are neither awarded nor deducted for following familiar formulas,
so feel free to use one or not as you prefer. Some writers find formulas too limiting, while other
writers find them to be useful.
As you write, remember that you have been asked to write a letter to a specific person or group
who is looking for feedback regarding a particular issue. Your response is being written to
persuade a person or group, so it’s important that your essay be focused on your readers and
their concerns. Begin your letter with an introduction; end your letter with a conclusion that
summarizes the points you’ve made. Make sure that the audience understands your position at
both the beginning and the end of your essay.
Take a few minutes before submitting your essay to read it over. Correct any mistakes in
grammar, usage, punctuation, and spelling. Within the time available, try to make your essay as
clear, focused, and polished as you can.
Review Scoring Expectations
ACT developed a six-point scoring system for the CAAP Writing Essay Test. Section 3 of this
guide includes detailed information on how CAAP Writing Essay Tests are scored and how
scores are reported. Review the CAAP scoring guide and associated score descriptions in
Section 3 for specifics regarding CAAP Writing Essay Test scoring expectations.
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Section 2⎯Sample CAAP Questions
The following examples illustrate the kind of questions you might find on the CAAP tests. Answers
to sample questions can be found in Appendix B.

CAAP Reading Sample Questions
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NOTE: Answers to sample CAAP Reading Test questions can be found in Appendix B.
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CAAP Writing Skills Sample Questions
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NOTE: Answers to sample CAAP Writing Skills Test questions can be found in Appendix B.
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CAAP Writing Essay Sample Writing Task

NOTE: Section 1 of this guide includes tips for taking the CAAP Writing Essay
Test. Section 3 of this guide includes the CAAP scoring guide. Reviewing the tips
in Section 1 and the scoring guide in Section 3 may help you prepare to take the
CAAP Writing Essay Test.
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CAAP Critical Thinking Sample Questions
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NOTE: Answers to sample CAAP Critical Thinking Test questions can be found in Appendix B.
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CAAP Mathematics Sample Questions
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NOTE: Answers to sample CAAP Mathematics Test questions can be found in Appendix B.
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CAAP Science Sample Questions
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NOTE: Answers to sample CAAP Science Test questions can be found in Appendix B.
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Section 3⎯Understanding Your CAAP Results
After you finish the CAAP tests and scoring is completed, you will receive a CAAP Student
Score Report. The Student Score Report lists your identification information, self-reported
background characteristics, your scores, and, if applicable, subtest scores for each test module
that you took. Additionally, your Student Score Report will indicate the percentage of students
who scored at or below your level on both a local and national basis. In addition, if your scores
are at or above the national mean, you will receive a CAAP Certificate of Achievement.

CAAP Multiple-choice Test Scores
Scores for the CAAP Writing Skills, Mathematics, Reading, Critical Thinking, and Science Tests
are reported on a scale that ranges from 40 (low) to 80 (high) for the total test score and 5 (low)
to 25 (high) for the subtest scores.
ACT provides two types of normative information so that you can compare your performance
with that of other examinees:
•

Local Comparison: One level of information is based on the CAAP scores of students at
your institution⎯see column labeled “% of local students at or below score.”

•

National Comparison: The other type is based on the CAAP scores of sophomores from
institutions nationwide⎯see column labeled “% of students nationally at or below score.”

The normative information is reported as the percentage of examinees scoring at or below each
of your scores. Both types of information (local and national) may be interpreted in the same
manner. For example, if you earned a score of 64 on the CAAP Writing Skills Test and this
score corresponds to 59% at or below (reported in the column labeled “% of students nationally
at or below score”), this means that 59% of the sophomores nationwide who took the Writing
Skills Test received a score of 64 or lower.

CAAP Writing Essay Test Scores
For the CAAP Writing Essay Test, ACT developed a six-point, modified holistic scoring guide.
CAAP essays are evaluated according to how well you:
•

Formulate an assertion about a given issue

•

Support that assertion with evidence appropriate to the issue, position taken, and a
given audience

•

Organize and connect major ideas

•

Express those ideas using clear, effective language

Each essay is read by two trained raters who independently score the essay on a scale from 1
to 6, with 1 being the lowest score and 6 the highest. The scores from the two raters for each of
the two essays (four scores) are averaged for the reported CAAP Writing Essay Test score,
which ranges from 1 to 6 in increments of 0.5. The composite score for the two essays is
reported on the same score scale (1 to 6) as the two individual essays.
A copy of the CAAP Writing Essay Test scoring guide follows. This scoring guide provides
important details regarding expectations for CAAP essays.
NOTE: Because the composite score represents your average performance on the two
individual essays, it is not directly linked to the descriptive guidelines that follow.
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CAAP Writing Essay Test Score Point Descriptions
Upper-range papers. These papers clearly engage the issue identified in the prompt and
demonstrate superior skill in organizing, developing, and conveying in standard written
English the writer's ideas about the topic.
6 Exceptional. These papers take a position on the issue defined in the prompt and
support that position with extensive elaboration. Organization is unified and coherent.
While there may be a few errors in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure,
outstanding command of the language is apparent.
5 Superior. These papers take a position on the issue defined in the prompt and support
that position with moderate elaboration. Organization is unified and coherent. While
there may be a few errors in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure, command of the
language is apparent.
Mid-range papers. Papers in the middle range demonstrate engagement with the issue
identified in the prompt but do not demonstrate the evidence of writing skill that would mark
them as outstanding.
4 Competent. These papers take a position on the issue defined in the prompt and
support that position with some elaboration or explanation. Organization is generally
clear. A competency with language is apparent, even though there may be some errors
in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure.
3 Adequate. These papers take a position on the issue defined in the prompt and support
that position but with only a little elaboration or explanation. Organization is clear
enough to follow without difficulty. A control of the language is apparent, even though
there may be numerous errors in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure.
Lower-range papers. Papers in the lower range fail in some way to demonstrate proficiency
in language use, clarity of organization, or engagement of the issue identified in the prompt.
2 Weak. While these papers take a position on the issue defined in the prompt, they may
show significant problems in one or more of several areas, making the writer's ideas
often difficult to follow: support may be extremely minimal; organization may lack clear
movement or connectedness; or there may be a pattern of errors in mechanics, usage,
or sentence structure that significantly interferes with understanding the writer's ideas.
1 Inadequate. These papers show a failed attempt to engage the issue defined in the
prompt, lack support, or have problems with organization or language so severe as to
make the writer's ideas very difficult to follow.
Unrateable papers.
Essay papers are unrateable for one of the following reasons: the writing shows a refusal to
engage the issue identified in the prompt, the writing is illegible, there is no response, or the paper is
not written in English. If one of the two individual essays is unrateable and reported as 0, the
composite essay will be reported as 0.
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Appendix A⎯Use of Calculators on the CAAP
Mathematics Test
ACT permits the use of calculators on the CAAP Mathematics Test for examinees who wish to use them;
however, all problems on the test can be solved without using calculators.
•

You decide whether to use a calculator on the CAAP Mathematics Test. If you regularly use one
in class or when doing your homework, it makes sense to use one on the test. But if you aren't
comfortable using a calculator, you may decide not to use one on the test. You can always bring
one and decide not to use it. Pack it the night before so you won't forget it in the morning.

•

If you decide to use a calculator, make sure it is the type you are used to at school or at home
(but not one of the kinds of calculators not permitted).

•

You may not use these calculators:
o

pocket organizers

o

handheld or laptop computers

o

electronic writing pads or pen-input devices

o

calculators built into cellular phones or other wireless communication devices

o

models with a QWERTY (typewriter) keypad. (Calculators with letters on the keys are
permitted as long as the keys are not arranged in QWERTY format.)

o

models with built-in Computer Algebra Systems (capability to simplify algebraic
expressions, multiply polynomials, or factor polynomials; see “More Information” section
that follows)

Prohibited calculators include all calculators in all of the following series:

•



Casio CFX-9970G (including, for example, CFX-9970GE)



Casio Algebra fx 2.0



Hewlett-Packard HP-40G



Hewlett-Packard HP-49G



Texas Instruments TI-89



Texas Instruments TI-92 (including, for example, TI-92 Plus)

The following types of calculators are permitted only if they are used as noted:
o

models with paper tapes: The paper must be removed.

o

models that make noise: The sound feature must be turned off.

o

models that can communicate (transfer data or information) wirelessly with other
calculators: The wireless transfer capability must be disabled by placing heavy opaque
material (such as duct tape or electrician's tape) over the infrared data port.

o

models that have a power cord: The electrical cord must be removed.

•

You may use any four-function, scientific, or graphing calculator, as long as it doesn't have any of
the features on the list.

•

If you plan to use a calculator, you must bring one to the test center. Don't forget to bring it with
you. You can't share calculators and the test center supervisor will not lend you one.

•

Make sure your calculator works properly. Bring a spare calculator and extra batteries, if you
wish. Test supervisors will not have extra batteries or calculators.
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•

You may use a calculator only on the Mathematics Test.

•

If you bring a calculator, the test supervisor will make sure that

•

o

you are using an acceptable type of calculator;

o

you use your backup calculator only if your primary calculator fails;

o

you do not share your calculator with any other test taker;

o

you do not use your calculator's memory to store any test materials; and

o

you use your calculator only on the Mathematics Test.

If your calculator has large characters (one-inch high or larger) or a raised display, the supervisor
may assign you to a seat where no other test taker can see your calculator.

More Information about Specific Calculator Models
All calculators in all of the following series are prohibited because they have built-in Computer Algebra
Systems: Casio CFX-9970G and Algebra fx 2.0, Hewlett-Packard HP-40G and HP-49G, and Texas
Instruments TI-89.
All calculators in the Texas Instruments TI-92 series are prohibited because they have QWERTY
(typewriter) keyboards and built-in Computer Algebra Systems.
Calculators in the Hewlett-Packard HP-38G series and HP-48G series may be used only if the infrared
communications port is covered with heavy opaque material such as duct tape or electrician's tape.
The Sharp EL-9600 is permitted for use, because it is not considered a pen-input device. You may bring
the stylus that comes with the calculator.
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Appendix B⎯CAAP Sample Question Answers
CAAP Reading
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CAAP Writing Skills

CAAP Critical Thinking
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CAAP Mathematics

CAAP Science
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